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This issue of the SpeakOut! Journal is unlike any we have 
published before. Born amid a global pandemic, the artwork 
and writing that are featured here represent extraordinary 
efforts on the parts of our workshop facilitators and commu-
nity writers to persevere.  Workshops were delivered in large 
socially distanced spaces, over video calls, and through digital 
recordings, or folders stuffed with handouts.  While we had to 
reinvent many of our practices, we found ways and writers did 
what they do best: they wrote and imagined and revised.  We 
are proud of every writer who took a risk and put their pen 
down on a page. We thank and admire volunteer facilitators 
who developed sessions for the Larimer County Jail, Larimer 
County Community Corrections and Work Release as well as 
those working with our youth writing groups at Turning Point 
and Alternative Homes for Youth: Alex, Lena, Ethan, Yibei, 
Shelby, Maggie, Anne, Shaina, Emily, Nathan, Autumn, 
Grant, Kate, Peyton, and Lauren. 

A very special thanks to staff at our community partner sites: 
the Larimer County Jail, Larimer County Community Cor-
rections and Work Release, Turning Point Center for Youth 
and Family, and Alternative Homes for Youth; you supported 
us throughout this pandemic semester with a solidarity that 
demonstrates the strength of our partnerships. We also recog-
nize the CSU English Department and College of Liberal Arts 
for providing staff and material support, and give heartfelt 
thanks to the Bohemian Foundation for their grant support 
of our youth program. We are grateful for Fountainhead Press 
whose production and printing support makes the distribu-
tion of SpeakOut! writers’ words possible.
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Interconnection is inherent to human experience and the global pan-
demic has heightened our awareness of its value. Connection often 
integrates us as one collective. Connection shows us that no matter 
how polarized we may feel, we are connected by hidden empathetic 
qualities that make us who we are. These thinly veiled strands of hu-
manity bind us, guide us, and soothe us through words. This is one 
of the central goals of our SpeakOut! writing workshops, and this 
issue of the SpeakOut! Journal features writings and artwork aimed 
at strengthening our connections.

Words are inherent in our everyday life, something which much of 
the time we are hardly conscious of. With their nuances and ability 
to leap off the page into our laps, they have the power to allow us to 
remember what we already know. Our humanity is connected as an 
intricate strand of multiple personalities and components built unto 
a platform of which we are all intertwined. We learn from a young 
age how writing and words have both the power to foster and grow 
interconnectivity amongst ourselves, yet also the power to complete-
ly sever and incapacitate it before it is nurtured. Words are power, 
words are people, words come from our hearts. Words are the power 
that binds us, that ties us together, that shapes who we are. And this 
is no less true for the writers and interns working together to create 
this Fall 2020 issue.

The writings crafted in SpeakOut! workshops enter the world like 
many other arts — they unite, inspire, warm our hearts, navigate and 
expand our minds, keep us warm in the hollow, brusque throes of a 
chilly, winter’s day. These words can be the barometer which mea-
sures us as people. These words can break our hearts, make us feel 
good at the day’s end, lift us up during a foggy-morning day. These 
words illustrate all of these differing ways, and how connected we are 
by just mere letters. To read these words is to be connected to some-
thing greater. To this end, we hope our journal allows you to hear 

INTRODUCTION: 
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the words of those who hear the same news you do, feel the same 
weather changes you do, and live lives under the same masks you do.

Writers from Larimer County Jail, Larimer County Community 
Corrections, Turning Point, and Alternative Homes for Youth, have 
all come together to share their voices. We hope their words will res-
onate as you explore the interconnections these months of pandemic 
isolation have made more visible than ever. These poems, stories, 
drawings, and life snapshots aim to capture and carry us through a 
situation, the likes of which we, as a collective human race, have not 
experienced within our lifetimes.  We welcome your time with them 
and look forward to hearing your responses. Be well.

attention speakout! writers

You may continue to submit and publish 
your work through the SpeakOut! Online 
website:
https://speakoutclc.wordpress.com

Write with us!
Throughout this journal, you will be reading what  
others have written. We hope you will be moved to think, 
to feel, to empathize, and now, perhaps to write.  We  
invite you to step inside one part of the SpeakOut!  
journal process by reading and writing in response to any 
or all of the prompts sprinkled throughout the journal.  
Many of them are sample prompts that inspired some of 
the writing you may be drawn to in the very pages of this 
journal.  We have provided some space for you to write 
around the suggested prompts.  We encourage you to 
use your own voice to speak out. Share with us what you 
create at: www.speakoutclc.wordpress.com (see below).

SPEAKOUT! JOURNAL

WITHOUT CHANGE
THERE’S NO GROWTH

Fall 2020
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I Want
WAVE

I want to skydive, to base jump, to be free
I want explore the life I could’ve had,
If time wasn’t stolen from me
I want to solve mysteries,
I want to solve puzzles
I want to be someone’s missing piece
I want to go diving in oceans & literature
I want to find the missing golden fleece
I want to build not break
Build a family & build a life
While I learn from my mistakes
Because in the end that’s what life is all about
When you slip and fall, you’ve got to get up
You can’t just sit and pout
So I want to fail, 
I want to slip, 
I want to learn
To never regret a moment, 
To let my heart freely yearn
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Theft of My Heart
$ Tia B $

T, you are guilty for the theft of my heart.
I love the time we spend together and I hate when we’re apart.
You're a great man and I knew from the start.
You give me plenty of compliments and songs that melt my heart.
My love grows stronger and stronger when we are apart.
You’re loved, respected, desired from the start.
Someone arrest T, he’s guilty for theft of my heart. 

You Never Really Loved Me
La Neta

You never really loved me and it’s clear to see, you left me lost, 
alone, and with nobody. But you should’ve played your cards right. 
Like they say “outta mind, outta sight.” You weren’t s**t but a waste 
of time and I’m embarrassed to even admit you were ever mine. 
But you were a part of my past. I should’ve known a vato like you 
wouldn’t have lost. You switched my life around and left it a mess, 
took everything even all my happiness, but I still wish you no bad, 
one day you’ll realize the love you once had.
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I Am Everything That You’ll Miss One Day
Tey

I am the warmth of the sun after a long winter
I am a hug after your first broken heart
I am a kiss on your booboo after you fall down … 
I am a phone call of advice when you don’t know what should be 
done …
I am the rescuer of bad dreams
I am the creator of Snug as a Bug
I am the Slayer of monsters under your bed… 
I am the “Give it here, I’ll fry it” …
I am a constant alarm clock, keeper of schedules
I am “Yes, you can do it”
I am also “No, don’t you dare”
I am the author of Don’t Forget
I am the smell of the kitchen – cookies, soups, roast, and yes, meat 
loaf
I am the voice in your head that says, “No, I shouldn’t”
I am master of comfort food
I am your biggest fan
I am the one who gave you your life
I am your mom …

I wish you were still here, Mom. I miss you now, always, and for-
ever.

Dear 2020
Morning Star

Dear 2020, 

You had me at hello enjoying my first trimester then you sent me 
packing locking me away hiding my face in fear, constantly worried 
that every cough or sneeze would put me in my grave now don’t 
get me wrong I did enjoy being a new mom but the constant fear 
you instilled has turned my 2020 into a prison full of masks and 
air hugs with 6 feet of air space and online shopping, OCD clean-
ing has me screaming in my mask full of my own microbial spores 
missing real hugs and dressing rooms or Friday night movie theater 
and playing at parks with my kids 2020 you have disappointed me 
at least you let me have a healthy baby girl she makes me forget how 
much I hate the 2020 mask show.

This prompt, which was done by  
almost every SpeakOut! group, was to write 
a letter to COVID or 2020 in general. Every 
experience was both unique and relatable, 
illustrating how differently a pandemic can 
affect people, but also the universal  
experience it created in society. Most  
responses, like “Dear 2020” by Morning 
Star, were passionate and expressive.

Inside SpeakOut!
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Procrastination
U. Dunitz

To procrastinate is to put important subjects off to do another time. 
This can be a problem we all face when we are too busy in life to 
take care of matters or situations that can be of great benefit to us if 
we did take care of things. So be aware of the things we are blind to, 
‘cause facing things that we wish to stay away from can be of great 
benefits to our future. So take a look at what we don’t notice and 
take the steps that are for our benefit to progress and live with the 
results. 

Chaeli K.

I loved you more than I had planned,
I opened up right from the start,
way too fast. you saw that and
dived right in, taking control
of my mind and heart with all
those games and all those lies,
I fell fast into your trap.

Untitled
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What is Life? 
Crash H.

Life is a series of delicately synthesized chemistry of emotions. Love 
hates to Love. Hate loves to Hate. Promises get broken & we all lie. 
This is just the beginning of what we see as the good in life. 
Maybe we don’t remember any of the good because we are predis-
posed not to. It would seem that all the bad is always on our fore-
most memories… 
Why? Is it the scars that remind us not to do this again? Or human 
nature? Or maybe just a simple defence mechanism so as not to get 
hurt again… I guess it depends on who you are and how you were 
raised, because these all seem like viable answers to me. 
So why do I keep falling back into these same scenarios only to be 
hurt again? Is it that I am a rebel on Self Destruct mode? Or that 
I am bound by honor and as such cannot see the honor in killing 
myself? So I seek for others to hurt me… 
A true anarchist… So Love hates to Love, Hate loves to Hate, Liars 
rule all and Drama is key. God I love life…… 

Untitled
B.L Garcia and Aqua Rika 1391

Reminiscing on that same shit, from back when I was trippin on 
that same hit 
Watchin hos down the street, walkin the valley like they soul 
searching 
Thinkin they’re going to find their soulmate 
Only to find that their soul is full of hate 
I keep telling these hos you need to start acting like a queen, But 
they keep letting the dope tie ‘em down like it’s their king 
That smokes clouding up their minds, and the dark in their heart 
start to not mind 
They become blind to their own kind 
Hit after Hit they keep playin’ the same game 
Calling out the Devil as if it’s something you can tame 
Tell us about it, we’ve been down this road before and it still shakes 
us to the core 
We’ve held our heads down in shame because we also continue to 
play the same game 
How many times do we keep repeating ourselves, only to come to 
realization, we’ve been Speaking to ourselves 
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Rap
Ethan K.

I went to the store for a snack,
Bought a mountain dew but it was flat

I said nah sir and took it back
It really did taste pretty wack
By that I mean whoah zach 

That bottle cap was totally cracked

The Saddest Silent Day
Steven T.

Always happy in cheerful work. Laughing the day away in short 
and long strides and pulls of addictive laughter. ‘Til one day the 
gloomiest of gloom as a thunderous cloud of pent-up anger and 
frustration. Tossing scattered lightning bolts of insults and phrases 
of dismay. Now the saddest and silent day.

Often in writing, the expression of deeply 
personal emotions produces some of the best 
writing. Many writers in the workshop 
demonstrate a natural talent for writing 
simply because they are honest with their 
feelings, such as “The Saddest Silent Day” 
by Steven T. 

Inside SpeakOut!
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Epic
Turning Point Collaboration

There was a kid with a gun
 
He was a hunter that got lost in the jungle
 
He had a water bottle which was thrown astray, lost in the darkness
 
The jungle was filled with mysterious sounds and creatures.
 
A glimpse of orange and black appeared in the dense vegetation
 
The tiger jumped at him and he fired
 
He was thrown back, a massive sinew striking his shoulder
 
There seemed to be no way of coming back, no path of continua-
tion. Only the sinew, and the tiger
 
 He couldn’t reload, there was no time
 
There was blood on the ground but there was no telling whose it 
was
 
Ethan hopped out with a giant 12 foot sword boom crash bang 
ethan went insane
 
Oh no! shouted his comrade Yibei! We mustn’t let the nasty tiger 
win! Back away fierce creature!
 
And all of a sudden, a hawk dashed into the scene, trying to blind 
the tiger
 
Then the mighty Dylan dropped out of a tree and killed the tiger 
with one piercing shot of his bow.

Verbs “Proverbs”
Angel O.

1:2 To be wise in gaining the instruction, to give yourself the proper 
understanding of the word taught in scripture. Meaning you must 
give your heart to the wisdom of gaining instruction from God, 
finding his teachings taught in scripture through mind, matters, 
behaviors, and taking actions in life. See justice in matters of life, 
and find Judgment in truth of fault from. Gain the right posi-
tion in every situation and in handling matters too. Find life and 
the full potentials in the natures of it. In this, find yourself being. 
Find yourself being taught and growing in them. See the value of 
purpose and knowledge of experience. A wise man will know the 
natures in life, and the experience of them. He will have the edu-
cated know in these things we call natures of life. The wise man will 
hear the Righteousness in these teachings and in the interpreta-
tions of worldly life and the things there in it. The wise will have the 
answers of worldly lifestyles. To fear God is to know his power over 
our life. We shall obey him and his teachings because he knows his 
creations and the natures of them. Worship our father and see him 
as our King. See life and its obstacles be at your full potential to see 
and gain the eye of God. Look at life from above it and not under it.
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Sometimes
La Neta

Sometimes I feel alone 
Sometimes I feel sad
Sometimes I sit there and reminisce
All the precious moments we had
Sometimes I just wonder
Wonder why 
The man above has taken you to fly
To fly with the angels and feel so free
Sometimes I get so upset he took you from me
I miss you so much
The warmth of your touch
The smile on your handsome face
The one I can never replace.

My Daughters 
Beloved Son of God

my daughters are the joy of my life
for them, I will face any strife
my daughters make my life complete
for them I will face any cold or heat
my daughters make my joy abound
I’m never sad with them around
my daughters always laugh and sing
they drown out anything fear can bring
my daughters are my life and soul
without them my despair is a hole
my daughters, how I want you near
my daughters, please do not have fear
my daughters, we will be together again
my daughters, our joy will be without end
my daughters, soon the day will come
where we will run, laugh in the sun
my daughters, how I miss you so
I die without you, more than you know
I love you my girls, I pray we are together again soon.

Love,
Daddy
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MUSIC MEMORY  

Think about a favorite song of yours, or a song that is  
associated with a specific memory. Write about that song 
and/or memory or write about how it makes you feel 
when you hear the song now.   
 
What was going on at the time?   
Where were you?   
Who was present?   
Who was missing?   
How old were you?   
Does it make you happy, sad, or angry to hear this song? 
 
Feel free to use all the senses, not just hearing, as you  
describe the memory.   
 
When you hear the song, what images come to mind?   
What sound stands out to you (the vocals, the drums, 
the silence between notes)?   
Does the song leave a particular taste in your mouth?   
Does it conjure up any smells?   
Does it trigger a sensation (hot/cold, softness/hard-
ness)?  

Write for 8 minutes (as we do in the workshop...  
Or as long as you want!) 

Write with us!
SpeakOut! writing challenge #1 Write your response to SpeakOut!  

writing challenge #1 here
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Consider sharing to www.speakoutclc.wordpress.com

_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________

___________
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Cramped
Steven T.

Cramped. That’s one of the words that come to mind when I look 
around at the throngs of people shoulder to shoulder. Conversa-
tions muffled and discouraged. Densely packed and funneled into 
this area like cattle. Of course, as I stand here amongst the others, 
the word “SCARY” flashes into my frontal cortex. They said that 
the masks would help. That if we stayed indoors the virus wouldn’t 
spread. That social distancing was a step in the right direction. 
Looking around now, I don’t see much social distancing. A person 
further up in the claustrophobic line coughs. The people surround-
ing her pull away from her, like a group of ants avoiding a smoking 
cigarette butt. AHH, there’s that social distancing thing that every-
one is talking about. 

As I get closer I see that the woman is old. Guess respecting your 
elders went out the window at the same time the lockdowns started. 
It never used to be like this. People used to play sports together 
with crowds of people watching: baseball, basketball etc. Football 
fields and stadiums are so overgrown and in such disrepair there is 
no point in trying to mow or fix them. Public transportation is and 
has been suspended for so long that most people have a hard time 
remembering what a bus looks like. Unless it’s a transport for those 
that are infected. White and institutional looking, can practically 
smell the bleach when they drive by. 

The “free” COVID19 testing we are all anxiously standing in line 
waiting for seems almost mandatory. They seem to be pouring 
everyone into an old movie theatre as a staging and testing ground. 
Miss movie theaters. That, and theme parks. Roller-coasters now 
dark and silent looming giants collecting dust. I’m nearly at the 
head of the line now. I pass into a more segregated fenced area 
where they seem to be prying a man away from his family violently. 
There are tears in all their eyes except for the men doing the prying. 
Emotionless eyes. Like what you would expect the eyes of some-
one who slaughters cows to look like. Poor bastard. He shouldn’t 

Cramped (continued)

have said he had a fever. Wonder what they will do to that elderly 
woman with the cough. I look back just in time to see a guard in a 
hazmat suit raise the butt of his rifle above the crying man’s head. 
I look away but I still hear the sound of the stock hitting home. 
The person at the entrance to the theatre looks more like the Grim 
Reaper taking tickets for hell, rather than a nurse taking names. 
Fearfully I give mine, take a deep breath and step inside. 
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Brain Dump III
WAVE

I don’t know what it is 
This animal inside me

Acting without thinking
Angry without knowing

Sometimes elegant
Often arrogant

Sometimes happy
Often sad

Mostly hood
A tad bit proper lad
Looking for escape

Trying to find the path
Never Cry but feel the sadness,

Even when I laugh
Blue fades to red

All the colors merge
All feelings turn to anger

All weakness I must purge
The pillar I imbue

Must never fall
I must hold my skyhigh standard

I must be better than them all

A Commitment Never Broken
$ Tia B $

Makayla I committed my life to you when you were born. 
I committed to love you unconditionally to never make you feel 

abandoned.
To make you feel special.  
To make you feel loved.  

To make you feel like your #1.
To make sure you have what you need and want. 

To be your mom, dad, and everything.
To never judge you and to always be there.

With that being said, I have been committed.
But step aside Big Sister because my commitment has to broaden.

Now, I have to be committed to you and your baby sister. 
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Untitled
Elizabeth M.

I know I don’t do 
This as much as I should.

But I am Praying to 
You Lord to Please take
My hand.

For at this moment
I am in pieces
For a bad mistake 
I have made

I have to confess that I have 
many regrets
In my past I have done
That I can not undo.

But the biggest one 
Of all has caused me 
Much anger for I have
A heart that is now
Like a brick wall.

I know it is wrong
This feeling I have
My heart has never 
Been cold like this at all.
For I do have a soul
And know how to Love others.

For the one I once loved
Who has No heart No Soul
Has made me feel this
Way that I do

I know it is wrong
That I hope he
Suffer

But oh Lord I pray
That he feels pain in his
Heart with No one to 
Love him in the end.

I want him to feel 
Lord pain he has 
Caused me.

I know not to wish
This upon another
I know it is said
The right thing to do
Is to forgive and forget
And just move on

But at times Lord
I can’t
I just can’t let go

So I ask you Dear
Lord just Please
Please steer my way
To right and not wrong
So that I can move on.

I pray to you Lord,
That you walk me through 
What has been a nightmare
The pain we endured 

Untitled (continued)

Please let it now
Come to an end. 

Because of my sorrows
I still dread my tomorrows.

For the man I
Once would have gave me eye for,
I only want now
To erase all that he
Stood for.

Nor not even remember his smile
I once lived my life for.

Please Lord take my hand,
Remind I’m better and
Should praise my tomorrows

Please put an end to 
The love and pain for the
Man I only now Pray
To Hate!
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Misery Has a Name
Bowzer

Misery has a name, 
Call her Crystal. 
She moves in, wrecks lives, 
Ends relationships… 

I used to love Mary Jane, 
It was so Blissful. 
Then Ms. Crystal made that toxic. 
Man, she was so hypnotic, 
She left me F***ing neurotic 

She stole my voice, 
Ms. Crystal, 
She was my choice, 
For a time. 
I regret every moment with Ms. Crystal. 

But I guess this was meant to be, 
Ms. Crystal embodies misery, 
Now her shadow stays with me… 

Gievis 
La Neta

What is life after death
Why did my whole world crash into a big mess
Why did you have to go and leave me so sad
Why did I build up so much anger and become so mad
I feel so blue running around
Screaming f**k the cops after they killed you
For they tore me apart and broke my heart
A wound I can’t heal
This pain unexplainable
I feel we will see each other again
I hope you’re free, watching over me
Amen.
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My Name
ArayliahA88

Elizabeth well I’ve never liked my name but I got named after my 
great grandmother and I really don’t know much about her or my 
name but I could tell you. My name is very popular because the 
queen was named Elizabeth. Queen Elizabeth was powerful and 
she was nice as can be when she wasn’t being a queen and that’s 
what life seems you can be. You may not know who you are but you 
could always make who you want to be. Good hearted and proud. 
But honored in many ways so that’s how I see my name honored 
and blessed with power to write what I feel. 

Haiku
Turning Point Collaboration

A wise man sat by the tree.
a young woman
carried her baby.
the little kid ate his food.
 
A wise man cant play a fool 
and a fool cant play wise
an airplane got stuck on the seashore
 
The spider spins, 
the fly bellows, 
the bee buzzes with bluster
 
Sandy feet on the beach.
The sound of waves make me free.
My mind is the ocean.
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Leadership
French Z.

To be a leader is to make sure you are following your own rules and 
taking care of responsibilities on your own, to be a person of lead-
ership, people look at you on how you handle your situations before 
you can lead an organization. Therefore take care of yourself  to 
prove leadership to others. Make sure everyone is on the same page 
and meeting requirements to accomplish great wonders. Leader-
ship is to lead an organization to its greatest potential, whatever it 
may be. A leader is the organization, it being work, family, friends, 
teams, etc. A leader takes his team into his own hands and pursues 
everyone’s expectations so find yourself being a leader.

Lies
Kate B.

Remember when I first lied
About who I am
It wasn’t exactly a lie
More of a wish
And a premature truth
Meaning doesn’t matter over existence
The one you feed becomes real
I told myself a lot of lies this year
Blurred my reality
Until it made sense to my messy mind
There were things I couldn’t accept 
Left me with scars
It was beautiful to believe
In certain things
Like love and wholeness
But those were stories
Over unfolding reality
Not so sweet in opposition
Not so helpful when I tried
To grow free
I realized how much I actually
Loved my lies
And that’s the lesson
Never Love A Lie
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Write with us!
SpeakOut! writing challenge #2

PEOPLE AS ART 

Write about yourself or someone you know as though 
they were a piece of art in a gallery. 

• What piece of art are you envisioning?  
• What does it look like? 
• What colors are used? 
• What medium? 
• Where is the artwork located (in a museum, in a 

home, elsewhere)?  
• How long has the person been there? Are they part of 

an exhibit?  
• Who looks at this piece of art?  Why? 

Feel free to sketch the person. 

Extra challenge: write a piece using only 15 words 

Write/Draw your response to SpeakOut! 
writing challenge #2 here

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Consider sharing to www.speakoutclc.wordpress.com
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Health
C. Wilson

Health can be of great benefit for people and life’s tasks, in thought 
and in doing. To have healthy thoughts is too. Think, work, cook 
for kids, sleep, eat right, and send kids to school. This will help 
accomplish healthy living and healthy thought processes. It will 
bring you from criminal thinking, drug use, and other areas. Find 
important matters in your life that need to be addressed. And just 
be healthy with these subjects in life, do the healthiest thing in all 
unhealthy matters.

Siberian Tiger
WAVE

Sometimes it feels like a circus
Sometimes it feels like the wild
But I can’t let the Siberian tiger run free
Can’t have tantrums freely like a child
I know you want out little tiger
But it just can’t be so
I’m glad you’re used to the cold little buddy
Because my heart’s beginning to snow
I know you don’t like being cornered
It puts everyone else at risk
But what else can I do
When I let you loose others disapprove, tsk, tsk
You’re tearing me up inside
I should’ve made a better cage to hold you
Lately you keep escaping
Others say J this is the old you
I never meant for anyone to hurt
I never meant for you to get out
But you can only lock up a beast so long
Before it escapes with a scream and a shout
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Dark and Light
$ Tia B $

To me dark and light means
To love and to fight
The wrong and the right
From day to night
Lights dim or lights bright
At noon its light and dark out at night

Communication 
Angelo W.

Communication can also have you find yourself being presentable 
enough to do what you need to. Like being sober to talk to mom & 
dad, kids, coworkers, boss, and all your relations in life. Commu-
nication will provide you to want to be a person, to take advice and 
give it too. So accomplish this task of understanding it.
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The Animal Inside Me
Yibei Z.

Don’t know what it is.
This animal inside me. Acting without thinking,
Angry without knowing, Sometimes elegant. Sometimes arrogant.
 I am 20% cat: When people come to me I hide, when people leave 
me I chase.
 I am 10% hedgehog: Pointy on the outside, but in the end, with a 
soft heart.
 I am 5% elephant: When things happen to me, they are locked 
inside of me forever
Now I am left with 65% human. Sometimes I still wonder what that 
means.

Outside & Inside the 9-5
Gabrial S.

These days really do seem to
 blend together
It just makes sense how a 
sleepless night cannot go on
 though we fight forever
Life chopped and sliced days anf
minutes dismember
 No longer clear as details disappear
 Why would I decide to put my
  memories in a blender?
  addiction, instant coffee & confliction
  gratification and provocation
insistent yet consentless
 breakfast lunch and dinner
  a fool, fuel for a cook’s fire
  black pants, bloody handprints
  caught in all the right attire
  Not a new guy, not a rookie
  that’s just how they took me
  but now there are so many orders
  and my mouth has grown tired
 mutiny, someone shoot me
 for my mind and muscles must’ve
  plotted and conspired
 There’s a clear winner here
 paranoid a toy of fear
 I’m an almighty sinner
  jealousy and jail are my
 deserving just desserts
  only it hurts, it’s so damn bitter
Next time I’ll just change the recipe
I just hope to god I remember.
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My Precious Lil Native King
La Neta

You are forever my Precious Lil Native King
Lord only knows words can’t explain
all the happiness you bring.
For you are the reason my everyday 
I love and miss you more than I could ever put in words to say
I pray for you before I sleep that night
And every morning I wake to the morning light 
you make me so proud my Precious Lil Native King
I’m blessed to have you and all the joy you bring.

Time
Frank L.

I guess it’s kind of awkward to say this; but I’m content with be-
ing locked up this time around. I no longer have to look over my 
shoulder nervous that I might be spotted by an officer because I’m 
a wanted man. I guess it’s kind of a breath of fresh air to be able to 
actually want to lay my head down and drift off to sleep. And get up 
and attend classes and know that from this point on I don’t have to 
hinder myself but better myself.
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At First I Was Afraid
Turning Point Collaboration

at first i was afraid then i grabbed a grenade
at first i was afraid then i became impulsive
at first I was afraid then i went to a mental hospital
at first i was afraid, i was vulnerable   
at first I was afraid, I am afraid of cliché

Where I’m From
Lauren A.

I’m from a backyard in the Southern Heat
where the humidity traps you in eternal summer.
A pool that’s really a portal, to a time when the trees blew,
to a place where the grass sang of lemonade and trampolines.
I’m from a once in a century Christmas blizzard, where
no one knows what below freezing feels like. 
A fire not meant to burn, a pillow fraying from the insides.
I’m from a town in Italy, apparently, yet no one seems
to recognize its name. Can you be from somewhere that
no one has heard of?
I am from every other Sundays at church and a grandmother’s
house with fancy china, tidy couch cushions, and some type of
onion dip that I always ate but never knew the ingredients of.
I’m also from Sundays with the matriarchs, the virtual ones. 
Who pull me out of a pandemic, whose love is timeless,
whose smiles hold wonder, optimism and endless rounds of card 
games.
I’m from so much I don’t know or understand.
From the mystery of the past and the gaping holes of 
words never spoken, of scrapbooks and photo albums 
carefully curated. From the pages torn out, forgotten. 
I am from those future pages, the ones yet to be lived in.
Where so much could happen and so much has already passed. 
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Write with us!
SpeakOut! writing challenge #3

COLOR ASSOCIATIONS  

We all make associations with certain colors:

Maybe blue means sad... or peaceful.  

Choose a color.  Can you describe it?  

List objects that are this color.   

• Do you notice anything in common about objects that 
are this color?  

• How does this color make you feel?  
• When is a time you experienced this color?   

If it helps, and if you are able, draw something in this 
color.  

Write words around your drawing that relate to this im-
age.  

What does this color make you think about? 

Write for 10 minutes... or as long as you want!

Write your response to SpeakOut!  
writing challenge #3 here 
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I Yearn for You
Beloved Son of God

To my wife, my love, my everything.
You are my love, my fair one, my muse. When I am lonely, I think 
of you. When I am scared, I remember our cuddles. When I am sad 
I remember our laughs. I know currently, we are apart, but my hope 
is holding you again. To create more memories, to make more life, 
to hold each other again. I miss pouring my heart out to you and al-
lowing someone past the walls of my heart. I miss being vulnerable 
with you. Our times of intimacy, I remember our chuckles and play, 
our teasing and pleasure, our love and passion. Holding you close 
and you, me, us, losing ourselves in oneness and panting breath. 
Our dreams, desires, hopes, fears, and trust, all laid bare before 
each other, showing our weaknesses and imperfections, trusting 
the other with all that makes us who we are. Our connection, our 
understanding. Our humor, our secrets, no one else knows but we 
understand. Our fears, trauma, but still loving the canvas of our 
personalities. You are my one and only, my desire, my passion, my 
joy, my wife. I love you as Christ loves the church. I yearn for you 
as a deer panting for water, as the night yearns for dawn. Inevitable 
drawing together, even though kept apart. Our love sheds us down 
to our pure nakedness and true vulnerability, a sight only we share 
with each other, and trust the other not to hurt us in that state. I 
love for you, I die for you, I cherish you, I yearn for you, I desire 
after you, I cry for you, I seek you, I need you, I love you. You know 
these words only give me a glimpse into my heart, for you know me 
best and you still don’t reject me. You love me, you cherish me, you 
yearn for me, you desire me. Our love is a mirror of each other’s, 
our love is giving, our love is enjoying, our love is pain, our love is 
sacrifice, our love is real, our love is our secret, our love is loud. Our 
love lives, our two daughters, full of joy and laughter, the physical, 
living representations of our love, our pain, our intimacy, our trust. 
Forever growing. Forever young. Forever precious. Forever. I love 
you.

Lady Goon

The last time I saw him I seen the
pain in his tree brown eyes,

If you allowed them to they would tell you
a sad broken story of silent cries,

The last time I saw him I fed him a bed
of lies, as I held his lifeless but still
breathing body I told him I’d try,

I would try to hold on,
I would try to go on, without his shattered
presence by my side,
I would try to stay strong,

I knew this was all wrong, as I watch the
day bleed and night fall I think,

I think about the last time I saw him,
how till this day I’ve grown weak and
continue to fail him...

The Last Time I Saw Him
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Ghost Story*
Turning Point Collaboration

I looked in the mirror and….
Found a portal
And I found myself riding a turtle
Then found a slice of hot pizza
That had pepperoni and sausage
Took a bite of the pizza and not sure who?
Maybe it was the ghosts
then a spacecraft kidnapped my ass
and took me to jupiter
and thats when i got stupider
so they chopped my brain out, which ended my story

Inside SpeakOut!

This was written as an “Exquisite Corpse”  
exercise. Exquisite Corpse is a game in which 
each participant takes turns writing (or  
drawing) on a sheet of paper, folding it to  
conceal the passage, and then passing it to the 
next player for a further contribution. The game 
gained popularity in artistic circles during the 
1920s when it was adopted as a technique by 
artists of the Surrealist movement to generate 
collaborative compositions.

Without My Lulubelle
Morning Star

My fear is near, 
missing out on you has me in tears 
thoughts and heat runs up and down my heart and soul 
thoughts of failing you 
missing out has me in much fear 
using seems to stand in clear 
ugly hate seems very near 
seeing your face gives me grace 
helps me push this fear out from here. 
Without my Lulubelle, I am in fear. 
It's like the dark is near 
knocking on my door at night 
scratching at my windows 
whispering through the trees 
darkness nears without my Lulubelle 
I’m in fear.
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Emotions
Frank L.

I picture the movie Inside Out. Where they are all in a control room 
inside of my head, not so much fighting over the control booth but 
using very persuasive influence to gain power over each memory. 
Mainly wanting to keep my best interest at hand; yet quick to reject 
the feeling of discomfort without allowing Anger a chance to lash 
out. In closing, this puts a fun yet better perception on emotional 
events.

Firme Memories
La Neta

Remembering all those good times we once had, reminiscing 
makes me all sad.  Remembering when we use to get all lit, smoking 
and drinking just a lil bit, man, those were the times, smoking and 
drinking to escape a reality so we would be just fine.  Those firme 
memories, now you’re gone but I’ll  forever hold them close to me.
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Life in the Hood
WAVE

I hate to see joy, 
and all things perceived good
Because it will at some point end, 
that’s life in the hood
People speak as if they know,
but they falsely assume
They know not of life’s fragility, 
they live constantly cocooned
Hardship to most is a simple triviality
But in our impoverished ghettos,
it’s violence and brutality
So we find solace in the only way we know
We bang and we slang, 
so our families can grow
Nothing here is promised, 
not tomorrow, not today
So the cycle here continues,
in the hood, life in vain
I had no one to guide me, 
I had to learn on my own
But soon I’ll give back, 
give back to my home
The only way to change,
this crucial way of life
is for every voice to join,
to stand up and fight!

Memory
Tom L.

Memory can be a powerful thing, to remember topics that are 
important in life and their situations. In remembering tasks it took 
to overcome situations. We shall see memory - church leaders and 
Priests can be of big and powerful benefit for teaching - and know-
ing scriptures. A Priest’s memory in his spirit can become his Godly 
power for his church and study in God. So focus on memory and 
behaviors you took in situations to learn from. Remember behavior 
in moment to moment to stay on track and be led by your past.
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Untitled
Frank L.

A winter snow; blowing wildly around me. Chilling my body. 
Drastically needing warmth. Evasive solutions. Frantic warnings 
of a blizzard and power outage. Grocery stores swarmed with last 
minute supplies. Hectic is our winter night. I hate it yet slightly feel 
alive. Just to be a part of our struggle.

Five Senses
Turning Point Collaboration

I hear beautiful women, I smell perfume, I touch their hands, I see 
clothing in the fall, tasting some lips 

I hear the leaves, I smell the pumpkins, you touch coffee, I taste 
orange

I smell my medicine, I touch glass, I see green stuff,  I taste gorilla 
glue.
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Stolen Innocence
Lady Goon

My body you made tremble
My body, supposed to be MY TEMPLE!
You played my mind like a fiddle
Told me if I tell, me and my family will
be handled
You blew out my innocence like a burnt out candle,
I sought out justice not many seen thru your scandal,
My story isn’t over I’ll get my justice cause my words 
Cut deep, deeper than ANYTHING you could ever stand over

Many of the writers use SpeakOut! as a 
healthy emotional outlet, often taking  
something negative and creating something 
positive out of writing. Sometimes pieces--like 
Lady Goon's “Stolen Innocence”--use a  
structured rhyme flow while touching on  
deeply personal traumatic content.

Inside SpeakOut!

Untitled 
Chaeli K.

I
thought I found my

ride or die
I

put my all and got none
I

risked my freedom just so
you could have fun

I
always put you first just so

you could put me last
I

let you in all the while you
shut me out

I
thought I found my ride

or die but really it was just
you then I.
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Write with us!
SpeakOut! writing challenge #4

LOVE LETTER TO SELF 

Write a love letter or love poem to yourself. 

Begin with a salutation:   
How do you address yourself (Dear XXXXX)?  

Greet yourself with a positive memory of yourself.  

What are the things about you that you want to  
celebrate? 

This could be about things you’ve always done or 
always been, as well as things that you’ve worked 
really hard to become or achieve. Or, it could be about 
the things you have yet to become or accomplish.   

Think about your purpose for writing.  Is there anything 
you want to tell yourself/remind yourself of/forgive your-
self for? 

Close by signing your name:  
How will you end your letter (Love, XXXXXXX; Sincerely, 
XXXXXXX)?

Extra challenge:  Write a response to this letter. 

Write your letter in response to SpeakOut! 
writing challenge #4 here 
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I Miss You So Much
Beloved Son of God

How I miss the sound of your laugh
How I miss the feel of your touch
How I miss the nights that we had
How I miss you so much

I miss our jokes, our time together
I miss our love, in stormy weather
I miss our tears, being held close
I miss our trust, I miss you most

I know one day we will be together
I know one day, hearts light as feathers
I know one day, we will be held
I know one day, we can again meld

I love you so, you know it’s true
I love you so, each day is new
I love you so, I am complete
I love you so, fear is obsolete

Together again, we will laugh
Together again, past is past
Together again, I believe it’s true
Together again, me and you.

I love you my beautiful wife, I pray we are together again soon.

Beelzebub Sentenced to Jail 
Steven T.

Each day the more status woe than status quo and every hour la-
ments with the worst odor of attitudes. The dismal pool of intellect 
surrounding me grows ever more shallow. Fret not however, one 
day I shall rise from this pit a free being, leaving behind throngs of 
minions to fester and quarrel over kitchen cookies. ‘Til that glori-
ous day I shall by the by and rejoice in knowing that for no matter 
how dire my conflict within the concrete crate, it can always get 
worse.

Living in incarceration can be extremely  
challenging, especially in terms of being  
separated from one’s loved ones. Many  
writers express these feelings in the 
workshop, as Beloved Son of God wrote 
in his poem “I Miss You So Much” [on 
previous page]. Even if a prompt does 
not directly ask for such content, the 
emotions rise to the surface organically 
due to the need to be expressed. 

Inside SpeakOut!
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All I Asked
Sinya M.

All I asked was to be loved,
to be given what I was giving you in the
first place.
But all I got was hurt,
sold like a drug or a piece of property,
like I was nothing.
Now all I do is look in the mirror & think,
am I really nothing?
Was I really worth nothing to you?
I can’t even say I felt like I was sold like a drug,
cause even drugs hold a bigger value to people than
what you made me feel.
You showed me that I had no value to you.
I gave you everything I had,
everything I ever worked for,
yet you took every little piece of me,
& gave nothing back.
In fact you gave me less than nothing,
you took a part of me that I’ll never get back.
You tore me to pieces & ruined me,
you told me I was pure,
that you were afraid to take that away from me,
yet,
you did it anyway…

All I Asked, continued

Now I’m stuck in a position to forgive you,
Because I have a baby girl to raise & focus on instead of you
She is & will always be more important than holding that resent-
ment
It’s just too bad that you’ll never truly see our value
But whether or not you choose to see it,
Kehlani & I are Queens but with tilted crowns, 
& you’re just a clueless peasant that lives below us.
In the end,
you lost.
We get to be without you & your b******t,
while you lost something truly valuable & worthy. 
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SpeakOut!

Creates Art
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Untitled
Sinya M.

Untitled
Chaeli K.
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Misunderstood
Chaeli K.

Untitled
Cole M.
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IMAGE DICTIONARY 

Create a list of words related to the word “Art.”  

If you need help getting started, use words that describe 
how you’re feeling right now, in this moment.  Or use the 
art in this section to inspire you.

Choose a word and define it using an image. For exam-
ple, if you wrote the word  “expression,” you could draw 
an image that represents that word visually, such as a 
smile or a frown.   

Once you have finished, try another.  

Try to create a dictionary which uses images to define, 
as opposed to words. 

Write for 8-10 minutes... or as long as you want!

Write with us!
SpeakOut! writing challenge #5 Write your response to SpeakOut!  

writing challenge #5 here 
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Untitled 
Jose R.

Untitled 
Jose R.
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Untitled 
Crash H.

Crying Rose
Bowzer
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Dream of Me Stockholm 19
Steven T.

Everyone Needs Help Sometimes
K C Knudson
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Untitled
Frank L.

Untitled
Steven T.
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Untitled 
Jose R.

Untitled 
Jose R.
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Time Tells All
Lady Goon

Paradox, Inc.
Steven T.
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Write with us!
SpeakOut! writing challenge #6

SELF-PORTRAIT 

Take some time to draw a self-portrait, a picture of your-
self.  

This can be as realistic as you’d like, or as abstract as 
you’d like. 

Now look at what you’ve drawn and think about how you 
view yourself. 

Is it similar to how others might view you? 
How do you know?  
Are you proud of how you view yourself? 
Do you wish others saw you differently?  

Write your thoughts around your self-portrait.  Feel free 
to jot things down or write a poem. Try to incorporate it 
into your drawn self-portrait.  

Write your response to SpeakOut!  
writing challenge #6 here 
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Untitled
Bowzer

Harmony
MP
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Think Outside the Atmosphere
MP

Untitled
Jose R.
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Untitled
Nathan B.

Books
Frank L.

I thank you for all your wisdom; The many journeys and adven-
tures, whether scary, funny or a tear-jerker at Emotional trials. You 
never fail to allow knowledge and story plots a chance to dance 
inside my mind. I dedicate all gratitude and thirst felt knowledge to 
you.
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Procrastination
Morning Star

I plan to get gas but then I just decide to drive till my tank’s on E 
when my light hits gas, I plan on questioning my check engine light 
on but then I catch myself being like Penny from Big Bang Theory. 
It will be alright. 

I plan on calling my mom but my head kept running through the 
list of what not to say. So I just stare in the window of my brain of 
other Journeys to attend so many things seem to get pushed back in 
my procrastination lounge makes my heart race too much to waste 
this lounge of procrastination has me thinking when should I start 
to put it out of business hasn’t got me anything.

You Are
La Neta

You are the smile to my frown
The right to my left
The right to my wrong
My good to my bad
The best thing I ever had
You are my world
You are my life
You are my baby
For you had saved me
From all my mistakes
All my heartbreaks
You were my little King
You are everything in this world happiness brings and
I love you.  
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Beadwork
Jose R.M. Yellowhorse

I was taught at a young age how to create items we would need to 
live day to day in our traditional ways. I can make a lot of differ-
ent things my nation needed from baskets, bags, weapons, cooking 
tools, shirts, leggings, moccasins, dresses and a lot of other items. 
The beading I learned from some aunties and uncles not Youtube. 
I say that in a joking way. Because the art of beading was being lost 
my grandmother use to tell us and that we needed to teach our 
children. Our ways before we forget and a lot has been forgotten. 
I enjoy beading it is relaxing. The process is fun my family used to 
bead different patterns to leather and pass them down generation to 
generation with quill work also Ive been able to adapt them pat-
terns to computers and graph paper. Youtube is where I hear a lot 
of people are learning from and It is a nice thing to see other Native 
beaders trying to share with our youth.   My children are learn-
ing to bead and make other items of our culture after 500 years of 
genocide I am proud to say we are still here. Even with the United 
States use of blood quantum and comparing the Native Nations to 
dogs and horses of needing pedigrees of who and how much we are 
Native to this land that is ours.  In my work I like to represent my 
nation and show that I am a survivor. To all my relations and other 
Native artists, store owners, mothers, fathers, sisters, brothers and 
other creators of our Native Culture. Keep It up and keep it alive. 
Stay woke we are finally being heard. 

AHO 
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Write with us!
SpeakOut! writing challenge #7

ENCOUNTERING INJUSTICE  
(Adapted from Linda Christensen) 

Make a list of moments when you have encountered  
injustice.  These might have happened to you, and/or 
you might have witnessed them happening to someone 
else.  

These moments could be about racism, sexism, sexual 
orientation, or any other injustice.   

Select one of these instances and write the scene.  

• Who was there?  
• What did they say?  
• What did they do?  
• What did you say?  
• What did you do?  
• What was the result?  
• What do you wish you had said and/or done?  
• Why has this situation stayed with you?  
• What did you learn? 

Conclude by writing one piece of advice to someone 
encountering a similar situation. 

Write your response to SpeakOut!  
writing challenge #7 here
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Untitled
Angelo W.

We shall find truth in everything we do. We shall see life in choice-
making and find it in temptations. Find how you act on things you 
are influenced by. This is a way to see your life in certain situations 
that lead your life and then have to live with them. Realize what 
you do and find actually who you are. This will expose the truth 
about you. This also will have you aware of the things you do and 
the choices you make. It will also have you want to change certain 
things you do for yourself, and it will have you gain perspective 
from outside the box. You may also need repentance too. Remem-
ber repentance is not just a word, or stopping something in your 
life. it is a sacrifice in who you are -- you'll have to sacrifice yourself 
and your way of choice making. Remember when you choose to 
repent, it comes with a great task, a task of leaving your old self 
behind, choosing a new routine in life. Like in how you think and 
in the things you used to do. Like being there for family, wife, kids, 
mom, or dad. Or even for the benefits for your own life, yourself. 
To understand a new task in repentance, you will come to a new 
plan for your life when you reflect on s*** you used to do in your 
past or in ways that were unnoticed before. Remember too, a lot 
goes unnoticed in thought of how we feel or choose to see the 
truth. This thing of un-noticing is called projection. We project 
a lot and we don’t notice it. This is like a defense mechanism. We 
have excuses for a lot of s*** like not going to meetings, gatherings, 
work, school, or whatever it is to benefit life, health or for your own 
future. We put things off a lot. See yourself handling everything that 
will benefit you more of a pleasure for you, instead of giving stress. 
Choose to leave this thing you chose to never leave alone. Find life 
facing healthy responses for better outcomes and progress. Find 
having important accomplishments being your new way of life. You 
may see doing the little things being a big deal, like a not getting 
high, choosing to sleep, eat, walk, go to park with your kids. Having 
important conversations with parents. Talking to a boss, co-workers 
and people to get farther in life. Simple things will go a long way, 
especially on a day-to-day routine: morning breakfast, coffee, 

Untitled, continued

getting kids ready to eat. This is repentance and the new tasks for 
a new way of living and new truth for your way of life. These are 
changes that people are afraid of. Afraid of leaving there friend 
“stress” in the dark. This is a serious relationship that you need to 
lead yourself from. You can be in this relationship for a long time. 
Life will pass you by. So grow into seeing life in its temptations and 
in the bad influences that lead you to bad ways of life. And staying 
in the dark. Life comes with a lot of sacrifices. You shall always keep 
moving toward new interests and staying open to new life. Because 
staying can leave life passing you by. God bless you.
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A poem without red
Gabrial S.

Red is all but absent
in the foothills
of Fort Collins
We do not need
 so we mostly don’t have it

Eyes never idle
My vision to Horsetooth
is but a comforting bridle

Colors evershifting with clouds
Stampeding a picturesque pageant

Fort Collins nightlife is
at no loss without red

for it’s a town with a crown
full of magic

H.E.R.
Lady Goon

I listened to the way you talked about H.E.R,
I listened to the way she talked about you,
I never stood a chance, did I?

You never intended to love me in all the ways
you did H.E.R,

The way your face glowed, your smile brightened,
at the sound of H.E.R name.

That’s when I knew you were no longer mine
to claim.

I listened to your heart and it wasn’t 
beating the same, cos for the first time in 
a long tie

our love was laced
in blame
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Acrostic Poem
ArayliahA88

Enters with joy…

Loves everyone…

Inbinds in life…

Zapps out evil…

Ability to wonder…

Bad at men choosing...

Endures in light….

Truth always reveals itself…

Hurt is only a scar…

Thanks for reading!

We hope you’ll take time to write along 
with us, and let us know what you created!

We’ll be eager to hear from you at:  
clc@colostate.edu, or submit your work at 
www.speakoutclc.wordpress.com
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